
Guy Laporte and husband Craig 
Ashton were touring properties 
in the area one winter afternoon, 
hoping to find a location to suit a 
new bed and breakfast, when the 
moment happened – the moment 
he knew they’d found it. “I’ll never 
forget standing in the master 
bedroom as the lights came on at 
Blue Mountain,” Guy remembers. 
“I was completely blown away by 
the clear mountain views.”
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THE PURCHASE OF THAT FORMER FAMILY HOME 
– perfectly located between Collingwood and Blue Mountain, 
tucked in the trees along the Georgian Trail, and with enough space 
to accommodate their plans – was the culmination of many years’ 
research and planning. 

Both men had led busy lives in Toronto for decades, Guy working 
with non-profits and Craig as both an elementary school teacher and 
professional opera singer. They knew it was time to leave the city, but 
weren’t sure what the change would be, or where it would lead them. 
An extended road trip to the East Coast in 2011, staying at country inns 
and B&Bs along the way, helped to illuminate their path.

“After the trip, I said to Craig, ‘Why don’t we open a B&B in 
a small town somewhere in Ontario?’ and he said, “That’s a great 
idea! You run it.”

While Guy is more involved in their B&B they named Craigleith 
Manor, Craig brings design flair to their second business, 
Collingwood Flowers & Home Decor. That flair is evident 

RIGHT: Guy Laporte, Craig Ashton and their dog Rufus stand in the 
front foyer. The stairs lead up to three guest bedrooms. BELOW: 
Sliding doors from the living room open to the rear deck. This tranquil 
space is perfect for unwinding and leaving city worries behind. 
OPPOSITE: In the cosy living room, Rufus patiently waits for a scratch 
behind the ears. 
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throughout the home – from fresh-cut flowers 
and accent pieces to colour schemes and 
fabric choices.

“We tried to design a bed and breakfast 
with a decidedly urban chic look to it, to 
differentiate it from any other accommodation 
in the Collingwood area,” says Guy. With 
clean lines and an exceptionally clean space, 
much of their home’s look and feel is borrowed 
from their former home, which was decorated 
on the television show Home Heist by Colin 
McAllister and Justin Ryan (Colin & Justin). 

“We loved our home in Toronto so much, but 
we couldn’t exactly take the home with us 
to Collingwood, so we took the colours, the 
design aesthetic, and built it into the B&B.” 

Redecorating their home was the 
last step in a list of renovations that the 
couple undertook before opening their 
doors in late 2014. 

In order to provide privacy for their guests 
– one of the most important tenets of their 
business – Blake Farrow Project gutted 
and rebuilt the lower level to create a separate 

living space for Guy and Craig. That expansive 
level contains their sleeping quarters and 
washroom, private living space, an office 
and storage. On the top floor, the three guest 
rooms received facelifts and new en suites, 
each with heated ceramic floors.

Although the layout of the main floor, 
with its wide windows and open floor plan, 
remained unchanged, the couple did renovate 
the former mudroom into a butler’s pantry, 
and the kitchen was completely redesigned, 
rebuilt and modernized. 

ABOVE: This suite was named after the 
birch trees outside the windows. RIGHT: 
To ensure a great night’s sleep, Guy and 
Craig outfit the beds in beautiful 400-plus- 
thread-count sheets. OPPOSITE, TOP: 
A happy pop of colour comes from the 
Gerbera daisy in this peaceful, serene 
room. BOTTOM: In the en suite bathroom, 
a large tub soaks away tired muscles after 
a day of fun activities. Tile throughout is 
from Georgian Design Centre. FAR RIGHT: 
The view from the bed will have you 
wondering if you should ski down or hike 
up Blue Mountain.

We tried to design 
a bed and breakfast 
with a decidedly urban 
chic look to it.”
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Guy appreciates this new space in particular, as it is his duty to 
create the highly acclaimed Craigleith Manor breakfasts. Guests are 
treated to a gourmet hot and cold meal, customized to meet dietary 
needs, all served by Guy in his crisp chef attire. “There are two things 
we take quite seriously here – beds and breakfasts,” he says. 

“We want our guests to know they’re in a special place, and they’re 
taken care of. We want them to have private time and to make their stay 
as comfortable and complete as can be.” 

Unlike most B&Bs, where guests eat at a communal table, Guy 
and Craig laid out their dining room with three custom bistro tables, a 
decision that further promotes privacy and appeals to couples. Couples 
are the focus of their business, and Guy caters to their needs with his 
concierge service, referring guests to local restaurants and attractions. 
One of their favourites is the Scandinave Spa, with whom they have 
partnered. Guy comments, “Sixty per cent of our guests are here to visit 
Scandinave. And we love sending clients there, because their focus is on 
the guest experience, just like ours.”

TOP LEFT: On the landing to the first floor, an intricate leaded window floods the 
stairs with light. ABOVE: Take the tray of coffee onto the balcony and enjoy being 
surrounded by trees, listening to the birds sing and the rustle of leaves. LEFT: 
Another sitting area by the living room offers an indoor vantage of the green 
space that surrounds the manor.
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The more than 3,000 guests who have stayed at the Manor over the 
past four-and-a-half years have left glowing reviews, and many of those 
accolades fall squarely on the shoulders of not just Guy and Craig, but 
their quiet, aging Schnauzer, Rufus. “Sometimes people will barge right 
past me at the door, looking only for Rufus,” smiles Guy.

Guy and Craig are quite pleased with their decision to leave the city 
behind. Their guests are happy (with many returning multiple times, 
year after year), and the couple enjoys their new life in Collingwood. 
Their businesses are thriving, yet they still find time to enjoy the area 
and entertain friends. Guy’s assessment of the move? “We haven’t 
looked back, not once.”  OH

ABOVE: In the chef’s kitchen, it’s all about preparing the best breakfast so that 
guests can start their day off right. Cabinets are from Cabneato. TOP RIGHT: For 
extra storage, there is a butler’s pantry adjacent to the kitchen with another sink 
and a second refrigerator. RIGHT: One of the individual tables in the dining room 
provides a more intimate spot to start the day.

We have a commitment to the exceptional. Gilbert + Burke is one of the most respected 
names in upscale home and cottage design and construction in the Southern Georgian Bay, 
Muskoka, Kawartha, and GTA regions. We create stunning and unique spaces, inside and 
out, using the very best techniques, materials, and craftspeople.

Experience the signature design and 
distinguished excellence of Gilbert + Burke

gilbertburke.ca
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